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ABSTRACT: The microstructures of Cu/diamond interfaces prepared by surface-activated bonding at room temperature are examined by cross-sectional scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). A crystalline defect layer composed of Cu and diamond with a thickness of approximately 4.5 nm is formed at the as-bonded interface, which is introduced by irradiation with an Ar beam during the bonding process. No crystalline defect layer is observed at the 700 °C annealed interface, which is attributed to the recrystallization of the defect layer due to the high-temperature annealing process. Instead of the defect layer, a mating interface layer and a copper oxide layer are formed at the interface. The mating interface layer and the copper oxide layer play a role in relieving the residual stress caused by the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of diamond and Cu. The thermal boundary resistance (TBR) of the as-bonded interface is measured to be 1.7 ± 0.2 × 10⁻⁸ m²·K/W by the time domain pulsed-light-heating thermoreflectance technique. These results indicate that the direct bonding of diamond and Cu is a very effective technique for improving the heat-dissipation performance of power devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the ultra-miniaturization, high integration, and high performance of semiconductor devices, a large amount of heat will be generated during their operation. This heat has become an important problem restricting the development of the microelectronics industry because it will significantly degrade the device’s performance and reliability. To solve the dispersion problem, various high-thermal-conductivity materials, such as SiC,3 AlN,4 carbon fibers,5 and graphene/Cu composites,4,5 have been developed. Diamond has the highest thermal conductivity of 22 W/cm·K and is the most ideal material for suppressing the increase in the device temperature during operation.6,7

AlGaN/GaN high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) on diamond have realized a large improvement in thermal management and an increase in device output power levels.8–10 In actual operation, AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on diamond would be directly mounted onto a heat sink by solder bonding in a device module.11–13 The thermal conductivities of AgSn (0.33 W/cm·K) and AuSn (0.57 W/cm·K) used for solder bonding are lower than those of heat sink materials Al (2.36 W/cm·K) and Cu (3.98 W/cm·K). Therefore, a large thermal resistance would be generated between diamond and the heat sink, which would have a strong, unfavorable impact on the thermal dissipation of devices.14,15 The mounting interface cannot fulfill the requirement of the transferring capability of heat generated in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs on the diamond.

Wafer bonding is an important technique for the fabrication of three-dimensional large-scale integrated circuits,16 optical electrical integrated circuits,17 and micro-electromechanical system packaging.18 Among all of the bonding methods, surface-activated bonding (SAB) is the only way to directly bond materials with large differences in thermal expansion coefficients and lattice constants at room temperature by mating surfaces activated by fast atom beams of Ar prior to bonding in a high vacuum.19–21 The direct bonding of diamond and Al or Cu would be a promising technique for improving the thermal boundary resistance (TBR) of the mounting interface. It has been reported that the TBR of an Si interface fabricated by SAB is equivalent to the thermal resistance of micrometer-thick bulk Si.22 Furthermore, the TBR could be greatly improved by the annealing process due to the recrystallization of the defect layer during the high-temperature annealing process.23,24
to the recrystallization of the amorphous layer formed at the interface. We have previously reported the direct bonding of diamond with Al and Cu at room temperature by surface-activated bonding (SAB) and demonstrated the thermal stability of their bonding interfaces. However, the effect of the annealing temperature on the atomic diffusion of the Cu/diamond interface, the thermal stability mechanism, and the thermal conductivity of the interface still remain unknown, and these are crucially important characteristics for better understanding the physical properties of the bonding interface and the application of the bonding interface for the heat dissipation of devices.

In this work, we investigate the atomic behavior of the Cu/diamond bonding interface annealed at various temperatures by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and the thermal stability mechanism of the bonding interface. The thermal properties of the Cu/diamond interface are evaluated by the time domain pulsed-light-heating thermoreflectance technique.

### EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The direct bonding of diamond and Cu was achieved at room temperature by SAB technology. We used a single-crystal diamond (100) substrate synthesized by the high-pressure and high-temperature (HPHT) method and a commercial Cu plate made by the roller method. The sizes of the diamond and Cu were 4 mm × 4 mm × 0.5 mm and 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.25 mm, respectively. The surfaces of the diamond and Cu were cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol in an ultrasonic bath for 300 s, dried under N₂ flow, and then set in the SAB facility for direct bonding. Before bonding, the surfaces of the diamond and Cu were simultaneously irradiated by Ar fast atom beams (FAB) with a current of 1.7 mA at an applied voltage of 1.7 kV for 180 s in a high vacuum of 5 × 10⁻¹⁰ Pa. After surface irradiation, the diamond and Cu were immediately brought into contact by applying a pressure of 10 MPa at room temperature for 60 s so that Cu/diamond direct bonding was fabricated by SAB. The microstructural and STEM–EDS analyses of the Cu/diamond interfaces were performed with a JEOL JEM-ARM200F analytical microscope. The samples for the STEM observation were fabricated using the focused ion beam (FIB) technique (Helios NanoLab600i; Thermo Fisher Scientific). The effect of the annealing temperature on the microstructure of the interface was also investigated. The annealing process was conducted at 500 and 700 °C with a heating rate of 50 °C/min under ambient N₂ gas for 5 min, and cooling was not controlled.

The TBR of the Cu/diamond bonding interface was measured by the time domain pulsed-light-heating thermoreflectance technique. A thin-Cu/diamond bonding structure was fabricated to investigate the TBR of the bonding interface. First, a thin Cu film was deposited onto the photoresist layer coating the Si substrate by electron beam evaporation (EBE). The evaporation-deposited Cu film and diamond substrate were bonded by SAB, and then the Si substrate was removed by removing the photoresist layer using acetone. Finally, a thin Mo film was evaporated onto the Cu bonded to diamond by EBE, as shown in Figure 1. The thicknesses of the Cu and Mo thin films were measured to be 100 and 99 nm, respectively, by a stylus profiler (α-Step D-500) with a high resolution of 0.038 nm. In addition, Cu and Mo thin films with the same thickness were evaporated separately onto a diamond substrate and were used as references.

The measurement system consisted of a pump laser and a probe laser, as shown in Figure 1. The repetition rate, wavelength, optical power, and spot radius of the pump laser were 20 MHz, 1550 nm, 30 mW, and 70 μm, respectively. The same parameters of the probe laser were 20 MHz, 775 nm, 1.5 mW, and 15 μm, respectively. A Mo film was employed as a transducer film. The pump laser with an intensity modulation of 200 kHz was used to irradiate the Mo film surface. The probe laser beam was focused on the same irradiation spot, with a specific time delay controlled by an arbitrary function generator. The reflected probe laser beam was detected by a photodetector. The transient temperature curve depends on the thermophysical properties of the layers and the TBR between layers through which the heat flow occurred. Here, d is the film thickness, ρ is the volumetric heat capacity, k is the thermal diffusivity, α is the absorption coefficient, T is the thermal effusivity, and R is the TBR. Since the diameters of the laser spots are more than 100 times larger than the film thickness, one-dimensional heat conduction can be assumed during data analysis using a lock-in signal simulation for thermoreflectance measurement.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The three-dimensional atomic force microscopy (AFM) images and the corresponding cross-sectional profiles of the Cu plate, the deposited Cu thin film, and the diamond substrate surface are shown in Figure 2a–f, respectively. The average roughness (R_a) values of the Cu, the deposited Cu thin film, and the diamond substrate surface were determined to be 2.4, 1.9, and 0.4 nm, respectively. The differences between the peaks and valleys of the Cu plate, the deposited Cu thin film, and the diamond substrate surface were determined to be approximately 8.5, 10.8, and 2.2 nm, respectively. The Cu plate used in the experiment was manufactured by the roller rolling method, so the surface roughness was rather high. In addition, the surface of the deposited Cu thin film was also very rough, and the main reason for this effect could be attributed to the rough surface of the photoresist layer coating the Si. The diamond surface had been polished, so its surface was extremely flat. The surface roughness of bonding materials is a critical factor in wafer direct bonding at room temperature. Bonding materials with nano-level flatness will largely produce a lower number of voids, which efficiently increases the bonding strength. Although the Cu surface was rougher, it easily deformed when a large pressure was applied. Therefore, although the Cu plate and the deposited Cu thin film had large R_a values describing the surface roughness, it was still possible to bond both directly to diamond.

Figure 3a–c shows the cross-sectional STEM images of the as-bonded Cu/diamond interface and the interfaces annealed at 500 and 700 °C, respectively. The microstructure of the bonding interface was visible. No structural defects or nanovoids were observed at the interfaces, even after annealing at a high temperature of 700 °C. A sharp interface and approximately 4.5 nm thick intermediate layer were observed at the as-bonded Cu/diamond interface (Figure 3a). Some lattice fringes of Cu and diamond arranged coherently across.
the interface were observed. This result indicates that the intermediate layer was composed of a crystal defect layer of Cu and diamond. The thicknesses of the crystal defect layers of Cu and diamond were measured to be approximately 1.5 and 3 nm, respectively. After annealing at 500 °C, no Cu crystal defect layer was observed, and the thickness of the diamond crystal defect layer decreased to approximately 2 nm. Furthermore, when the annealing temperature was increased to 700 °C, no diamond crystal defect layer was observed at the interface. Instead of the crystal defect layer, a mating layer composed of Cu and diamond with a thickness of approximately 3 nm was observed at the interface. The thickness of the defect layer and the mating layer was nonuniform, which should have been related to the roughness values of the Cu and diamond surfaces.

The X-ray intensity profiles of the C, Cu, O, Ar, Ti, and Fe atoms across the as-bonded Cu/diamond interface and the interfaces annealed at 500 and 700 °C are shown in Figure 4a–c, respectively. The red dotted line shows the average intensity of the background noise. For the O, Ar, T, and Fe atoms, the X-ray intensity near the interface was clearly higher than that at the position separated from the interface, which indicates that the O, Ar, T, and Fe atoms were distributed in the interface. O and Ar atoms were detected at the as-bonded interface and were at the background level. Small signal peaks from Ti and Fe atoms were observed at the as-bonded interface, which could have been due to contaminants that formed from the metal vacuum chamber during the activation process. After annealing at 500 °C, the signal peak of Ti atoms was still observed at the interface. In addition, a small signal peak of O atoms was also observed at the interface. However, no signal peak of Fe atoms was observed at the interface. This observation could have been because the concentration of Fe atoms distributed at the interface was below the resolution of the detect sensor due to diffusion after annealing. When the annealing temperature increased to 700 °C, the signal peak intensity of O atoms became stronger (Figure 4c). However, no change was observed in the peak intensity of Ti atoms. The enhancement of the O atom peak intensity could be attributed to the increase in the concentration of O atoms distributed near the interface after annealing. This result indicated that an oxide layer was formed at the 700 °C annealed interfaces. For the Ar atoms, no signal peak was observed at the as-bonded interface or at the interfaces annealed at 500 and 700 °C, which indicated that the concentration of Ar atoms distributed at the interface was exceptionally low.

Figure 5a shows the thermoreflectance signals (solid lines) of the Cu/diamond interfaces prepared by the SAB and EBE methods. Fittings of the thermoreflectance signals were performed within the range of 0.2–50 ns using a simulated lock-in thermoreflectance signal (solid circle) to obtain the TBR between the Cu and diamond. Then, the simulated
signals had a good agreement with experimental signals between 0.5 and 10 ns for both SAB and EBE cases. The parameters used in the fittings are shown in Table 1. The thermal diffusivity and the thermal conductivity of the Mo thin film were determined to be $2.1 \times 10^{-6} m^2/S$ and 0.053 W/cm·K, respectively, by determining a 99 nm thick Mo thin film evaporated onto a quartz substrate using the rear heating/front detection type time-domain pulsed-light-heating thermoreflectance technique.28 The TBR between Mo and Cu was obtained to be approximately $1.4 \times 10^{-8} m^2\cdot K/W$, which is significantly larger than the previously reported value.29 The reason is that there were not enough electron carriers. Since the obtained thermal diffusivity value of the Mo thin film is very small, the Mo thin film should be oxidized. In addition, the surface of Cu bonded to diamond was exposed to the atmosphere prior to the deposition of the Mo film, so an oxide layer could have formed on the Cu surface, which may have caused thermal resistance. The TBR values of the Cu/diamond interfaces prepared by SAB and EBE were determined to be both $1.7 \times 10^{-8} m^2\cdot K/W$. Furthermore, the obtained TBR values of the Cu/diamond interface are in good agreement with the value of $1.13 \times 10^{-8} m^2\cdot K/W$ calculated by the phonon diffuse mismatch model.30

The absolute values of sensitivity around the best-fitted values of unknown parameters are shown in Figure 5b. The difference between sensitivities of TBR of Cu/diamond and that of TBR of Mo/Cu is little. Therefore, both unknown parameters (TBR of Mo/Cu and TBR of Cu/diamond) can be determined. Uncertainties of TBR ($u_{TBR}$) for the Mo/Cu interface and Cu/diamond are calculated using the law of propagation of uncertainty, that is, following equation

$$u_{TBR} = \sqrt{u_{Mo,TD}^2 + u_{Mo,d}^2 + u_{Diamond,TE}^2 + u_{fitting}^2}$$

where $u_{Mo,TD}$, $u_{Mo,d}$, $u_{Diamond,TE}$ and $u_{fitting}$ are TBR uncertainties coming from the thermal diffusivity of molybdenum, the thickness of molybdenum, the thermal effusivity of diamond, and the standard deviation on fitting results in the best fit case, respectively. Consequently, we report TBR values with the expanded uncertainty with a conversion factor ($k = 2$) as shown in Table 2. Uncertainties of TBR for the Cu/diamond interfaces prepared by SAB and EBE were determined to be $\pm 0.2 \times 10^{-8}$ and $\pm 0.3 \times 10^{-8} m^2\cdot K/W$, respectively.

We found that the crystal defect layer formed at the as-bonded Cu/diamond interface was unlike those in previous reports involving SAB-fabricated Si/Si,31 Si/GaAs,32 and Si/SiC33 interfaces. It is generally believed that the amorphous layer is formed at the bonding interface due to excessive Ar beam irradiation during the bonding process. However, not all materials irradiated by the Ar beam will become amorphous. It has been reported that a very thin crystal defect layer was induced at the GaAs/GaAs34 and Cu/Cu35 homointerfaces fabricated by SAB. A GaAs crystal defect layer and an a-Si amorphous layer were formed at the GaAs and Si sides of the bonding interface, respectively, as reported.34 These results
indicate that Ar beam irradiation will induce a partial crystal defect at the Cu and diamond bonding surfaces.

No oxygen atoms were detected at the as-bonded interface, which is different from the result previously reported for an Al/diamond interface. This result could have occurred because no oxide layer was formed at the interface or because the concentration of O atoms distributed at the interface was too low to detect. The oxidation temperature of copper is higher than 300 °C under atmospheric ambient conditions. Therefore, it is difficult for the Cu surface irradiated by the Ar beam to immediately react with the residual oxygen in the vacuum chamber to form a copper oxide at room temperature. As the annealing temperature increases, the O atoms distributed at the interface will be concentrated. The concentrated O atoms will react with Cu to form copper oxide.

![Figure 4](image-url) X-ray intensity profiles of C, Cu, O, Ar, Ti, and Fe in the as-bonded Cu/diamond interface (a) and the interfaces annealed at 500 °C (b) and 700 °C (c). The red dotted line shows the average intensity of the background noise.

![Figure 5](image-url) Thermoreflectance signals (solid line) and fitting results (solid circle) for delay times ranging from 0.5 to 10 ns for the as-bonded Cu/diamond structure and the Cu/diamond-evaporated structure as a reference (a) and sensitivity as a function of delay times for TBRs of Mo/Cu interfaces and Cu/diamond interfaces (b).

Table 1. Parameters Used in the Lock-In Thermoreflectance Signal Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>layer</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>diamond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thickness (nm)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>bulk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal conductivity (W/m·K)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>10 220</td>
<td>8940</td>
<td>3510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specific heat capacity (J/kg·K)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volumetric heat capacity (J/m³·K)</td>
<td>2.53 × 10⁶</td>
<td>3.43 × 10⁶</td>
<td>1.92 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. TBR with Uncertainties for Mo/Cu and Cu/Diamond Interfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TBR of Mo/Cu (m²·K/W)</th>
<th>TBR of Cu/diamond (m²·K/W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAB</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.4 × 10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2 × 10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBE</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.6 × 10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.3 × 10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No oxygen atoms were detected at the as-bonded interface, which is different from the result previously reported for an Al/diamond interface. This result could have occurred because no oxide layer was formed at the interface or because the concentration of O atoms distributed at the interface was too low to detect. The oxidation temperature of copper is higher than 300 °C under atmospheric ambient conditions. Therefore, it is difficult for the Cu surface irradiated by the Ar beam to immediately react with the residual oxygen in the vacuum chamber to form a copper oxide at room temperature. As the annealing temperature increases, the O atoms distributed at the interface will be concentrated. The concentrated O atoms will react with Cu to form copper oxide.
oxide. The oxide layer observed in the X-ray intensity profile of the 700 °C annealed interfaces should be this copper oxide layer.

It is important to note that the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of Cu (16.42 × 10⁻⁶/K) and diamond (2.3 × 10⁻⁶/K) is very large, while no mechanical phenomena, such as cracks or interface separation, were observed at the annealed interface. This result implies that the bonding interface with high thermal stability could be related to the structural properties of the composite layer formed at the interface. The Cu and diamond surfaces had nano-level roughness, so nanovoids should have been formed at the bonding interface. However, no nanovoids were observed at the interface. This result could have occurred due to the plastic deformation of the Cu bonding surface. The Cu and diamond surfaces made intimate contact to form a nano-level composite interface. The structure of the composite interface was difficult to identify by STEM observation due to the crystal defect layer formed at the interface. After annealing at 700 °C, the crystal defect layer was recovered, so the structure of the composite layer could be recognized. The recovery of the crystal defect layer was very similar to the findings in previous reports, indicating that the damaged layer formed at the interface by Ar beam irradiation can be recrystallized through a high-temperature annealing process.35,37,38

The thermal expansion coefficient of the composite layer composed of Cu and diamond should be different from those of bulk diamond and Cu. It has been reported that the thermal expansion coefficient of the composite material composed of Cu and diamond highly depends on the component ratio between diamond and Cu, decreasing with increasing amounts of the diamond component.39 The composite layer played a role in relieving the residual stress generated by the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of diamond and Cu. Similar results have been reported for a diamond/Si interface fabricated by SAB, wherein an SiC intermediate layer was formed at the 1000 °C annealed interface to play a role in relaxing the residual stress.40 In addition, copper oxide is well known to have a low thermal expansion coefficient (CuO: 0.7 − 0.8 × 10⁻⁶/K and CuO: 5.9 × 10⁻⁶/K) at room temperature.1,42 The copper oxide formed at the interface could also play a role in reducing the stress caused by the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of Cu and diamond. A similar result has been reported, indicating that copper oxide formed at the defect sites of plasma-treated graphene played an efficient role in enhancing the load transfer and thermal stress relaxation between graphene and Cu matrixes.43,44

The thermoreflectance signals and fitting results were little off at delay time than 6 ns. From the sensitivities as shown in Figure 5b, the sensitivities over 6 ns are less than those under 6 ns. This result indicated that the deviation over 6 ns less affects the TBR values. The surface of the Cu thin film bonded to diamond exhibits substantial roughness. The difference between the peaks and valleys on the Cu thin film surface is about ±15 nm, at best, according to the AFM image (Figure 2d). Even if the Cu film thickness changes from 84 to 114 nm, the thermal resistance of the Cu thin film was on the order of 10⁻¹⁰ m²·K/W and is sufficiently smaller than the interfacial thermal resistance, so the effect of surface roughness can be ignored. For the Mo thin film, since the thermal resistance of the Mo thin film is approximately 1.4 × 10⁻⁸ m²·K/W, the effect of the Mo thin film roughness is quite large. Importantly, the TBR value of the Cu/diamond-bonded structure is the same as that of the Cu/diamond-evaporated structure. These results suggest that the effect of the crystal defect layer formed at the interface on the phonon transport properties across the bonding interface is small and can be ignored.

The advantage of the Cu/diamond direct bonding using SAB compared to the deposition method is that the bonding structure can be easily fabricated with a Cu plate thicker than 1 mm. Furthermore, the bonded structure can withstand varying temperatures ranging from room temperature to 700 °C. These are very difficult for the structure fabricated by the deposition method because there is a large difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of Cu and diamond and it will generally take a lot of time and production costs to deposit a thick metal film using conventional coating methods such as electron beam evaporation and sputter deposition. The direct bonding of diamond and the Cu plate can also be achieved for diamond with a surface roughness larger than 1 nm under a pressure of 0.5 MPa. The Cu/diamond bonding interface with a thermal stability of up to 700 °C is fully competent for use in addressing power-device temperature increases during operation. All of the experimental results indicated that the direct bonding of diamond and Cu is an excellent technique by which the thermal resistance between diamond and Cu can be reduced due to the absence of solder materials.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The microstructures and thermal conductive properties of the Cu/diamond interfaces prepared by SAB at room temperature were characterized by STEM and the time domain pulsed-light-heating thermoreflectance technique. No mechanical defects, such as cracks or voids, were observed at the interface, even at an annealing temperature of 700 °C. An approximately 4.5 nm thick crystal defect layer consisting of diamond and Cu was formed at the as-bonded interface. The thickness of the crystal defect layer decreased as the annealing temperature increased. Finally, the crystal defect layer was recovered after annealing at 700 °C. A mating interface layer and a copper oxide layer replacing the defect layer were observed at 700 °C annealed interfaces, which played a role in relieving the residual stress caused by the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of diamond and Cu. The TBR value of the Cu/diamond-bonded structure was determined to be 1.7 ± 0.2 × 10⁻⁸ m²·K/W, which was consistent with that of the Cu/diamond-evaporated structure. These results indicated that the Cu/diamond interface prepared by SAB is highly useful for connecting diamond and heat sink materials for high-power applications.
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